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3–4 КЛАСИ



1�point tasks

1. A person who is trained to treat sick and injured people is called a(n) … .
a) teacher; b) policeman; c) doctor; d) actor.

2. Choose the appropriate response. 
"What do you do?"
a) Fine, thank you; 

b) I am playing with my little sister; 

c) I am a singer; 

d) How do you do!

3. Which of the following options names the pictures in the correct order?
1) 2) 3) 4) 

a) coat, jumper, hoodie, T�shirt; b) coat, hoodie, jumper, T�shirt;

c) coat, T�shirt, hoodie, jumper; d) hoodie, coat, jumper,  T�shirt.

4. Find the odd word out:
a) tulip; b) oak; c) orchid; d) rose.

5. Which of these countries is not part of the United Kingdom?
a) Scotland; b) Wales; c) England; d) the republic of Ireland.

6. Which of the following is the typical full English breakfast?
a) bacon and eggs; b) pancakes with maple syrup;

c) a pudding; d) a burger.

7.  Which of these characters turns into a vehicle?
a) Spiderman; b) Batman; 

c) Superman; d) Transformer.
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8. Which picture shows London?
a) b) 

c) d) 

9. Which word is misspelt?
a) Monday; b) Tuesday; c) Wenesday; d) Saturday.

10. What is the opposite of "heavy"?
a) light; b) slow; c) hot; d) quick.

11. Where can you have a haircut?
a) at a hairdresser's; b) at a grocer's; c) at a florist's; d) at a baker's.

3�point tasks
12. What am I?

Please blow air in me.
I come in many colours.

I'm a symbol of celebration.
Don't touch me with anything sharp.

I only last a day or two.

a) a cake; b) a candle; c) a book; d) an air�balloon.

13. Finish the proverb:
Strike while the iron is … .
a) hot; b) cold; c) cool; d) new.



14. Hurry up! Breakfast is ... the table.
a) under; b) in; c) on; d) at.

15. A plane is … than a car.
a) faster; b) fastest; c) more fast; d) more faster.

16. … do you eat for lunch?
a) When; b) Where; c) Who; d) What.

17. What time do you … up?
a) gets; b) getting; c) got; d) get.

5�point tasks

18. We can see a seascape in picture....

a) b) 

c) d) 

19. Which sport is Ping�pong an alternative name for?
a) table tennis; b) badminton; c) billiards; d) tennis.

20. Can you guess what the underlined phrase means? 
It was raining cats and dogs when I went shopping this morning. 
a) I met animals on my way; b) Cats and dogs were falling with the rain;

c) It was raining heavily; d) It was raining and snowing.
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